
Investment Planning Case Study 

 

Helen had always been a little 

disorganised but was really getting in a 

muddle with her finances and whilst she 

had good levels of wealth, they were all 

over the place in different institutions with no real goal for the money and no 

real enjoyment for what she had accumulated over the years. 

We sat down with Helen to discuss her needs, objectives and aspirations to 

understand exactly what she wanted out of life and how we could help her 

achieve it. 

We started by using our discovery meeting to ask about all of the wealth Helen 

had and exactly where it was held, by doing this we could identify any tax 

issues or savings she could make by moving the cash into a more tax efficient 

investment, but, just as importantly to ensure Helen realised how much wealth 

she had and to plan how we were going to help her maximise its potential. 

Once we had all of the required information, we used our cash-flow planning 

module “life4cast” powered by Moneyscope to model Helen’s wealth, income 

and expenditure and to project based on conservative assumptions when if at 

all she would run out of money and to identify any areas of concern and to 

rectify them. This is a very useful part of building an investment portfolio as it 

identifies a need or highlight a desire so that we can help a client with the 

required solution. 

We identified that Helen had good levels of lump sum wealth, but not income 

and had been supplementing her pension with withdrawals from a bank 

account that was generating 0.2% interest, so her savings were losing in “real” 

terms against inflation with withdrawals merely eroding 

the capital. We helped Helen build a portfolio of 

investments to supplement income to the required level 

as well as giving her capital the potential for growth 

through investment in ISA, Collective and Bond portfolios 


